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13. This ABU verifies completion of the installation of an X-ray cable reel on distribution trailer H0-64-3533 under work package ES-95-362. new cable reel on the trailer provides a dedicated power source of 240/120 vac, 70 amperes for the X-ray cart. The connector on the end of the power cable is physically different thus preventing the incorrect power source from being connected to the X-ray or the X-ray power from being connected to another piece of sampling equipment.
ACCEPTANCE FOR BENEFICIAL USE(ABU)
EXCEPTIONS:
The 12.1 An X-ray cable reel needs to be added to distribution trailer H0-64-3532.
12.2
Acceptance Test and Inspections:
13.1
The plug on the remaining X-ray carts must be changed to match the new connector on the X-ray cable reel.
Inspection and testing o f the X-ray cable reel was completed under work package ES-95-362. 
